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INTRODUCTION

ENEDEX is the first Crosschain DEX for
Energy Derivatives Trading and Launchpad
for Renewable Energy Projects.

Energy is the latest asset class that is joining
the DeFi innovation. DEX brings a new way
energy trading will be conducted in the
future, and enters a censorship resistant and
transparent universe with democratized
global access for all.
It is hard for the average person to trade or
invest a small amount in energy assets.
Tokenization of energy assets breaks down
entry barriers linked to market access,
geographical barriers, high transaction costs
and liquidity constraints.
ENEDEX enables a market to tokenize real
world assets and a market for investors and
traders to gain exposure to them. The
ENEDEX Launchpad is a platform for
entrepreneurs to develop new projects
accelerating the energy transition creating a
sustainable environment.

INTRODUCTION

Pioneer in Energy Trading
ENEDEX is the world's first crosschain DEX
focusing on trading of energy assets. Being
crosschain and quantum resistant brings
superior interoperability and cybersecurity
to its users.

Comprehensive Trading Interface
ENEDEX will aim to provide trading of crypto
denominated energy derivatives and
automated trading API services.

Tokenization of Energy Assets
The ENEDEX Launchpad will enable
entrepreneurs to tokenize their project and
real world assets for investors and traders to
gain exposure and trade energy assets.

THE PROBLEM SCOPE

Centralization of Energy Industry
Current world of energy is dominated by oligopolies and intermediaries which control
access to energy production, consumption and trading. Energy markets are
predominantly traded on centralized exchanges not readily accessible for everyone,
and thus creating an imbalance of power. Energy Future and Option contracts are
traded in bulk volumes which makes it hard to trade by individuals.
ENEDEX brings a new approach to energy markets through decentralization and
democratization by providing equal access to anyone with internet connection.
ENEDEX enables fractional tokenization of energy assets with focus renewable energy
and envirotech.

High transaction fees and the negative impact to the environment
We are aware that Proof of Work (PoW) based blockchain ecosystems consume
tremendous amounts of energy that could have been used for better purpose.
Energy inefficient ecosystems dominate the cryptocurrency and DeFi markets now.
A lot of gas is being spent unwisely.
ENEDEX is building on crosschain technology starting with Polkadot Moonbeam
parachain to enable seamless experience to the users while saving transaction fees and
making world a greener and cleaner place.

THE PROBLEM SCOPE

Cybersecurity threats
With the global Cryptocurrency market capitalization hitting the $2 trillion USD mark in
January 2021, trading and the investments in digital currencies are on a stratospheric
rise. With Post Quantum Cryptography also around the corner, security is a major factor
to consider when dealing with decentralized data management. Whilst not a new theory
(research began in the early 1980’s), it is only recently that computing power has caught
up to make Quantum based cryptography on a mass scale accessible. In essence a
Quantum computer could have the ability to break existing (asymmetric) public key
cryptographic systems using the ‘Shore’s Algorithm’ Link.
With this in mind, even decentralized DEX’s are prone to attacks. Whilst the actual use of
Quantum Security hacks has yet to be found in the Crypto space, even with a
Decentralized Exchange having little to no human intervention and operational
management, errors occur either intentionally or unintentionally when centralized data
points or a single point of failure that malicious actors can exploit are unearthed.
However, with a Quantum resistant blockchain users will have the most secure DEX on
the market.
Some examples of recent incidents show how vulnerable even decentralized exchanges
can be, yet not only DEX’s, but also complex Ethereum smart contracts such as The DAO
or Parity Multisig Wallets are also prone to hacks.
1- 2016, DAO Platform: Total Damage : 11.5 million ETH (50 Million USD*)
2- 2017, Parity MultiSig Wallet: Total Damage : 150'000 ETH (30million USD*)
3- 2018, Bancor Exchange: Total Damage : 14'005 ETH or (23 Million USD*)
4- 2018, Waves DEX: Total Damage : Unknown
5- 2020, Bisq: Total Damage : 152 ETH (250'000 USD*)
6- 2021, Cream Finance: 13.000 ETH (23million USD*)
*Value at the time of hack / April, 2021

SOLUTION

1

DECENTRALIZED ACCESS – The total derivatives market is estimated to be
around US$640 trillion with several energy derivatives among the most
actively traded future contracts. The WTI contract alone trades 5x the volume
compared to BTC barely scratching the surface of the total volume traded in
global energy products. In other words, the opportunities for DeFi in Energy
Trading are massive! Energy markets are dominated by oligopolies and
traded through expensive middlemen on heavily centralized exchanges. The
platform offers a decentralized exchange method to trade traditional and
new energies markets in the digital asset environment. ENEDEX provides
decentralized access to the energy markets for all.

2

SYNTHETIC FUTURES TRADING – A marketplace for arbitrary energy assets
and maturities in which trading pairs can be created freely in crypto
denominated real world energy derivatives with customizable contracts.
ENEDEX offers a platform for real world energy trading with the use of AMM
(Automated Market Maker) and the possibility to use leverage while
managing risk exposure through ALQ (Automated Liquidator). LP (Liquidity
Providers) will be able to earn attractive APY supplying liquidity to the
different energy derivatives trading pairs that will be offered on the DEX.

3

P2P ENERGY TRADING - The platform provides access to market participants
to trade, hedge and invest in energy assets in a cross chain decentralized
environment removing the middlemen. P2P is the way for retail traders and
outsiders to get involved! There are many immediate benefits related to P2P
in a decentralised environment such as low-costs, automated and trustless
trading. Energy Trading is usually denominated in fiat USD and ENEDEX
changes this by denominating products in crypto assets including
$ENE/$ETH/$BTC/$USDT and others.

SOLUTION
SOLUTION

4

ASSET TOKENIZATION - ENEDEX facilitates the primary demand for tokenization in
energy commodities and converts the ownership rights of a physical commodity,
into a digital token. Blockchain technology enables users to transfer rights through
explicit contractual agreements that are publicly verifiable. Asset tokenization
reduces the reliance on middlemen, reduces geographical barriers, enhances
accessibility through fractional ownership, improves liquidity and democratizes
market access. ENEDEX implements asset tokenization through the use of synthetic
tokens tracking the price of real-world assets that are financially settled offering
globally accessible, transparent and affordable access to energy assets. The
tokenization of Energy assets enables asset owners to tokenize their project on the
exchange to raise capital and for ownership distribution. The platform application
allows for the owners of energy assets (e.g. wind farms, solar plants, hydro
electrolysers) to share ownership of renewable energy assets as well as trade that
ownership in a liquid market.

5

STAKING - Any tokenholder can invest in renewable energy assets by staking their
$ENE tokens behind specific renewable energy projects that offer investment
opportunities to earn attractive risk-adjusted returns on real world energy assets.
For example, when a renewable energy project is looking to raise money
tokenholders can stake their $ENE token in return for ROI while contributing to the
development of a renewable energy project creating a sustainable environment and
creating a better future for the good of the world while earning a handsome return.

6

DEFI POWERING SUSTAINABILITY – DeFi market cap has grown from US $45 billion
in January 2021 to just under US $100 billion three months later without any signs
of slowing down anytime soon. The value of the global renewable energy market is
estimated to reach US $1.5 trillion in 2024 and double in market size three years
after that. Combining the powerful trajectory of DeFi and renewable energy
provides exponential growth opportunities for innovation and value creation. DeFi
developers are enabled to create new markets in renewable energy themes, and list
those newly created energy assets and project directly on ENEDEX.

TOKENOMICS

$ENE Token Allocation & Vesting Scheme
The Total Supply of ENE Token is capped at 1.000.000.000 ENE
Unsold tokens will be burnt.
Token
Distribution

Sale Price

Total Supply

Percentage

Token Amount

100%

1.000.000.000

Seed

$ 0.02

5%

50.000.000

Private A

$ 0.04

5%

50.000.000

Private B

$ 0.05

3.6%

36.000.000

Public Sale
(without
vesting)

$ 0.06

0.33%

3.333.333

Tech &
Development

20%

200.000.000

Team & Advisors

10%

100.000.000

5%

50.000.000

20%

200.000.000

31.07%

310.666.667

Strategic
Projects &
Investments
Marketing,
Integrations,
Partnerships
Liquidity Mining

Vesting Period

20% unlocked at
listing, then 20% per
month for 4 months
10% unlocked at
listing, the remaining
90% distributed over
six months
25% unlocked at
listing, the remaining
75% distributed over
six months
100% unlocked on the
listing date
5% initially, after 4
months 10% per
month
5% initially, after 4
months 10% per
month
5% initially, after 4
months 10% per
month
5% initially, after 4
months 10% per
month
Deployed accordingly

TOKENOMICS

Token Allocation

CAPITAL ALLOCATION

Capital Allocation (according to the results of private sale with $2.000.000 soft cap):
Liquidity

20%

Tech & Development

30%

Marketing & Communication

30%

Strategic Investments

10%

Operations

5%

Integrations

5%

Raised Capital Allocation

ROADMAP

Q3 2021
• Prep Beta Version
• Staking and Liquidity Providing Strategy

Q4 2021
• $ENE Token Launch
• Beta Version DEX Launch

Q1 2022
• Staking and Liquidity Mining Implementation
• ENEDEX Kickstarter Launch
• Regulatory Strategy

Q2 2022 – Q3 2022
• Crosschain DEX Launch
• ‘Real World Asset’ Tokenization Strategy
• Expand DEX Functionality

ROADMAP

Q4 2022 – Q1 2023
• Quantum Resistant DEX Beta
• Expansion of Crosschain Functionality

Q2 2023
• Ongoing Development
• Regulatory Framework
• Futures and Options Trading (depending on Tech Dev and Regulatory
Framework

TECHNOLOGY

ENEDEX as the world's first crosschain DEX for energy trading providing an easy way to kickstart
new projects and raise capital is built on Polkadot relay chain and Moonbeam parachain as a
starting basis.
POLKADOT: the base for ENEDEX
The Polkadot protocol is designed to become a scalable multi-chain technology. Unlike the usual
blockchain implementations, centered around a single blockchain and with varying degrees of
generalization depending on the applications, Polkadot wants to offer a relay-chain, a base that
can host a large number of validable and globally consistent data structures.
Polkadot can be considered similar to a grouping of independent blockchains (containing for
example Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, Namecoin and Bitcoin) except for 2 important properties:
combined security and the possibility of carrying out transactions between chains without the
need for trusted third party.
Polkadot is considered “evolutionary” in its very conception. A problem deployed on Polkadot
can be substantially distributed and parallelized over a large number of parachains. Knowing
that all aspects of each parachain can be driven in parallel by different parts of the network, the
system is thus considered scalable on a large scale.
Polkadot is designed to provide the basic elements of an infrastructure, leaving the middleware
to handle any complexity associated with an application.
Polkadot was created to connect private / consortium channels, public / permissionless
networks, oracles and any other technology in the Web3 ecosystem not yet developed. Via
Polkadot's relay chain, focused on scalability, governance and interoperability, the protocol
provides access to an internet of independent blockchains that can exchange information and
perform operations without trusted third parties.

TECHNOLOGY

In general, Polkadot seeks to resolve the issues of interoperability, scalability and combined
security.
Interoperability: Polkadot is designed to enable smooth data and resource transactions
between applications and smart contracts from different blockchains.
Scalability: Polkadot allows several parachains to operate simultaneously, each capable of
supporting multiple transactions in parallel, the protocol is therefore infinitely extensible.
Combined security: With Polkadot, network security is brought together. This means that each
individual chain benefits from the collective security of the network, without having to build
everything from scratch and having to gain the trust and traction of the network.

TECHNOLOGY

Moonbeam is a developer-oriented blockchain that strives to provide compatibility with the existing
Ethereum developer toolchain and network. It does this by providing a full EVM implementation, a
Web3-compatible API, and bridges that connect Moonbeam to existing Ethereum networks. This
allows developers to deploy existing Solidity smart contracts and DApp frontends to Moonbeam with
minimal changes.
Moonbeam will also be a parachain on the Polkadot network. That means it will get shared security
from the Polkadot relay chain and will be able to integrate with other chains that are connected to
Polkadot (once that functionality is available on Polkadot).
Key Features and Functionality
Moonbeam achieves these goals with the following key features:
Decentralized and Permissionless, providing a base requirement for censorship resistance and
support for many existing and future DApp use cases. Contains a Full EVM Implementation, enabling
Solidity-based smart contracts to be migrated with minimal change and with expected execution
results.
Implements the Web3 RPC API so that existing DApp front-ends can be migrated with minimal
change required, and so existing Ethereum-based tools, such as Truffle, Remix, and MetaMask, can
be used without modification against Moonbeam. Compatible with the Substrate Ecosystem Toolset,
including block explorers, front-end development libraries, and wallets, allowing developers and
users to use the right tool for what they are trying to accomplish.
Native Cross-Chain Integration via the Polkadot network and via token bridges, which allows for
token movement, state visibility, and message passing with Ethereum and other chains.
On-Chain Governance to allow stakeholders to quickly and forklessly evolve the base protocol
according to developer and community needs. This unique combination of elements fills a strategic
market gap, while allowing Moonbeam to address future developer needs as the Polkadot network
grows over time. Building your own chain with Substrate is powerful, but also comes with a number
of additional responsibilities, such as learning and implementing the chain’s runtime in Rust, creating
a token economy, and incentivizing a community of node operators.
For many developers and projects, an Ethereum-compatible smart contract approach will be much
simpler and faster to implement. By building these smart contracts on Moonbeam, developers can
still integrate with other chains and get value from Polkadot-based network effects.

TECHNOLOGY

Fantom is a high-performance, scalable, and secure smart-contract platform. It is designed to
overcome the limitations of previous generation blockchain platforms. Fantom is permissionless,
decentralized, and open-source. Lachesis, its revolutionary aBFT consensus mechanism, allows
Fantom to be much faster and cheaper than older technologies, yet extremely secure.
Lachesis represents one layer, the consensus, of the blockchain technology stack and can be plugged
into any distributed ledger. Lachesis powers Fantom’s Opera main-net deployment, that uses the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) and it’s compatible with Ethereum.
The modularity makes Fantom exceptionally flexible. Developers can port their existing Ethereumbased dApps on Fantom Opera main-net in a matter of minutes, substantially upgrading the
performance and lowering the costs.
Each network built on Fantom is independent from one another. Their performance and stability are
unaffected by traffic or congestion. The first generation of blockchain platforms (Ethereum and alike)
opened the doors to smart contracts, conditional logic instructions that allow the execution of
applications on the blockchain.
However, with more complex dApps and/or with the increase of the users, the whole network slows
down. This happens because all the dApps use the same infrastructure. It’s similar to executing
multiple applications on a computer: at some point the computer will choke and start to respond very
slowly or even hang altogether.
Fantom solved the scalability issue by giving each application its own blockchain, similarly to running
each application on different computers that are part of the same network. Each blockchain is
independent from one another, and can have custom tokens, tokenomics, and governance rules.
However, being all plugged into Lachesis, Fantom’s uber-fast aBFT consensus, all the blockchains can
interact with each other and benefit from the speed and security of the underlying technology.
Each network is completely customizable according to the specific usage.
If we think of Ethereum as a decentralized computer, Fantom is a network made of a potentially
infinite number of decentralized computers. They all share the same logic, but they’re completely
independent from one another. Yet, they can easily communicate with one another.
In other words, Fantom is a network of networks.

TECHNOLOGY

AVALANCHE

Avalanche is an open-source platform for launching highly decentralized applications, new
financial primitives, and new interoperable blockchains.
1. Consensus Engine
Avalanche has two consensus engines on launch:
Avalanche: A DAG-optimized consensus protocol–high-throughput, parallelizable, and simple
to prune.
Snowman: A chain-optimized consensus protocol–high-throughput, totally-ordered, and
great for smart contracts.
2. Virtual Machines (VMs)
Virtual Machines (VMs) in Avalanche are code that uses consensus to produce a database.
This database can be in the form of a chain, a DAG, a logfile, or some other data structure
that requires synchronization across multiple machines. The VM logic can be deployed many
times across many subnets.
3. Chains
Chains are a generic term for VM instances. Each chain is assigned a ChainID and can be part
of one and only one subnet. However, the same VM instance can be used to deploy the same
type of chain multiple times within a subnet.
4. Subnets
Subnets (short for “sub-network”) are a dynamic set of validators working together to achieve
consensus on the state of a set of blockchains. Subnets are required to create custom
incentive mechanisms for these validators.
More on Subnets and Their Power
Avalanche was designed to be customizable, scalable, and interoperable. Everything on
Avalanche is a subnet, and every chain is part of a subnet. Validators are required to be a
member of the Primary Network; all other subnets are optional, depending on the validator.
The Primary Network contains three blockchains:
Platform Chain (P)
The P-Chain is the metadata chain on Avalanche and coordinates validators, keeps track of
active subnets, and allows for the creation of new subnets. The Platform Chain implements
the Snowman consensus protocol powered by Avalanche.

TECHNOLOGY

AVALANCHE

Exchange Chain (X)
The X-Chain is the default asset chain on Avalanche and enables the creation of new assets,
exchanging between assets, and cross-subnet transfers.The Exchange Chain implements the
Avalanche consensus protocol.
Contracts Chain (C)
The Contract Chain is the default smart contract chain on Avalanche and enables the creation
of any Ethereum-compatible smart contracts. The Contract Chain implements the Snowman
consensus protocol powered by Avalanche.
AvalancheGo
AvalancheGo is the official Go implementation of Avalanche and has a full suite of JSON RPCs
for interacting with the virtual machine APIs on Avalanche. AvalancheGo comes replete with
a local KeyStore, metrics, IPC, and Admin APIs for interacting with the node itself.
AvalancheJS
The Javascript library for interacting with Avalanche APIs. AvalancheJS integrates with
existing decentralized applications to enable Avalanche integration. It has a modular library
architecture, allowing for custom VMs to write plugins to extend AvalancheJS functionality.
Avash
Avash is a program written in Go that aims to enable the creation of local networks on
Avalanche, quickly for your testing purposes. Avash supports Lua scripts enabling developers
to automate various local networks, launch subnets, and deploy chains on these networks to
integrate into CI pipelines.
Avalanche Wallet and Faucet
A wallet and faucet server have been open-sourced to enable developers to interact with
Avalanche. Using the wallet, funds can be sent and received throughout the network. When
using private shared testing environments, the faucet is useful for developers in need of funds
for their own testing purposes.

CONCLUSION
MOONBEAM Parachai

Combining 35+ years of accumulated
experience in Energy Trading, Strategy,
Executive Management, Investments,
Engineering, Entrepreneurship, Bitcoin,
Cryptocurrency and Blockchain with
industry leaders. ENEDEX team is the best
option to deliver and manage a product that
is going to shape the future of the energy
industry.
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